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The impact of scheduling and bundling flexibility on sequence effect-based schedules 
Abstract 
Past research has provided evidence that the ordering of events impacts customer repurchase behaviors.  
Other research has been conducted to model and solve a complex bundling and scheduling problem with 
the intention of optimizing various sequence effects across multiple bundles sharing the same time and 
space.  In this paper, we extend the past models to question the impact of individual event level 
scheduling flexibility and bundle membership flexibility on the ability to create sequence-effect-based 
schedules.  Event and venue planners must consider the scheduling flexibility of each event and determine 
the flexibility that bundles might have in event membership.  This paper addresses the impact of various 
levels of these two types of flexibilities on sequence-effect-based scheduling efforts by creating a number 
of experimental problems with various flexibility characteristics and compare near-optimal solutions in 
order to test hypotheses about the impact of flexibility. 
Introduction 
In this paper we address two managerial decision-making aspects of service design and event 
management.  First, event planners must consider which discrete portion of a service to include among 
their offerings.  For example, a director of a three day music festival must decide which musical acts 
should be included in the event; or a conference director must decide which sessions or papers should be 
presented at the conference.  Planners must also decide when the discrete portion of a bundle should be 
presented; however, it may be the case that not all discrete portions are equally free to be scheduled at any 
time. The planner then must consider the scheduling flexibility of the discrete portion when deciding on 
whether to include it among their offerings.  The scheduling flexibility of a discrete portion may be a 
characteristic of the segment itself (e.g., a Christmas concert cannot be scheduled in July) or a 
requirement of the provider of the segment (touring artist in the country on specific dates, a conference 
presenter is available for only one day).     
Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2244529
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Second, planners are often faced with the task of combining discrete portions together to create 
bundles.  For example, professional sports teams will often create packages of five or six games to sell 
together.  Similarly, academic conferences directors are tasked with combining proposed presentations 
into tracks of similar interest.  The working example for this paper is the combination of performing arts 
events into season subscription bundles.  The formation of these bundles is often based on thematic 
characteristics of the discrete portions, for example, rival packages for sporting events, special interest 
tracks for conferences, and genre specific subscription packages for performing arts.  However, planners 
must decide upon the appropriate level of flexibility in the event1 membership of bundles, i.e., some 
bundles may be able to accept any type of event while others might have a very specific thematic 
constraint.   
 The flexibility of events to be scheduled across a timeframe and the flexibility of bundles to allow 
event membership is the focus of this paper.  We provide insight into the importance of each of these two 
types of flexibilities in creating sequence effect-based schedules. Sequence effect-based schedules are 
schedules that attempt to optimize the expected psychological and behavioral effects of the ordering of 
events across a service bundle. Dixon and Verma (2013)provide evidence that the ordering of performing 
arts events within a season subscription bundle impacted patrons’ repurchase probabilities.  Using 
econometric techniques, they showed that repurchase probabilities were impacted by the utility of the last 
event of a bundle, the utility of the highest utility event (peak event) of a bundle, the time from the last 
event to the peak event, and the linear trend of event utilities over time.    Dixon and Thompson (2013) 
incorporate the ideas of Dixon and Verma and create a mathematical model used to represent a sequence-
effect-based scheduling problem with an objective to optimize sequence effects of multiple bundles that 
all share the same resources and calendar.   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 From here forward in the paper, we will use the term “event” in place of “discrete portion” for simplicity and 
because it matches well with our contextual example of a performing arts schedule. 
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In this paper, we use the model formulated by Dixon and Thompson (2013) to solve a number of 
problems with experimentally considered attributes and constraints in order to test hypotheses about the 
influence of scheduling and bundling flexibility on this type of scheduling. Specifically we investigate the 
relative flexibility that specific events allow bundle membership ( i.e., what bundles could this event be a 
member) and event timing (i.e., when could this event be scheduled). Problems with various levels of 
what vs. when flexibility are solved and compared in order to gain insights on the importance of event 
flexibility in sequence-effect-based scheduling and bundling efforts with the intent of providing guidance 
to schedulers on what event attributes leads to better sequence-effect-based schedules. 
Sequence-Effect-Based Scheduling 
The ramifications of purposefully ordering portions of a service with the intent of improving experiences 
is a fairly new area of research for operations management; however the principles have been well 
explored in behavior economics and psychology.  Research has shown that the cumulative effects of 
experiencing multi-episodic experience can be better predicted and measured by using specific gestalt 
characteristics (Fredrickson & Kahneman, 1993; Loewenstein & Prelec, 1993).  These gestalt 
characteristics include the perception of the highest or lowest points (peak effects) and the perception of 
the last portion (end effects) (Ariely, 1998; Baumgartner, Sujan, & Padgett, 1997; Kahneman, 
Fredrickson, Schreiber, & Redelmeier, 1993).  Additional gestalt characteristics have also been identified 
including the time from the peak to the end (spread effect) (Loewenstein & Prelec, 1993; Loewenstein, 
1987; Thaler & Johnson, 1990),  and the perception of the overall trend (trend effect) (Ariely & 
Zauberman, 2003; Ariely, 1998; Hsee, Abelson, & Salovey, 1991).  (For a thorough review of this stream 
of literature, see (Ariely & Carmon, 2000; Bitran, Ferrer, & Rocha e Oliveira, 2008; Chase & Dasu, 2001; 
Dixon & Verma, 2013)).   
 With these ideas in hand, an event planner can improve a service offering simply by purposefully 
ordering events in a specific way without changing any of the actual elements of the offering.  Similar to 
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traditional process improvement efforts that attempt to create smarter processes to improve efficiency and 
through-put by re-ordering process steps and eliminating non-value added steps, sequence-effect-based 
scheduling efforts can affect probabilities of repurchases (Dixon & Verma, 2013), probabilities of service 
contracts renewals (Bolton, Lemon, & Bramlett, 2006), perceptions of quality (Hansen & Danaher, 1999), 
and satisfaction (Verhoef, Antonides, & De Hoog, 2004). It is a potential lever for improving service 
offering by being smarter with existing resources. 
 In this paper we address the question of what events should be considered if service providers can 
select from a large pool of possible events given that events have inherent constraints that limit the 
potential of sequence-effect-based scheduling efforts.  More specific than just “what events” to consider, 
we are interested in knowing how event characteristics or constraints might limit sequencing efforts.  In 





The context of our research is derived from the same problem addressed in Dixon and Thompson 
(2013); that is, scheduling and bundling a large number of events into a large number of bundles all using 
a shared calendar and shared resources. This problem is complex because it not only assigns events a 
specific date and time (here after referred to as a datetime) but also assigns events into one or more 
bundles.  A complete series of constraints makes the problem realistic for the specific context and flexible 
to be applied to a myriad of other similar scheduling efforts (e.g., conference, sporting events, festivals, 
etc) (see Figure 1 for listing of constraints).  The objective of the model is to create a master schedule that 
maximizes proposed sequence effects across all bundles while staying within the large set of realistic 
Figure	  1:	  Constraints	  Considered	  (from	  Dixon	  and	  Thompson	  (2013)	  
Implicit	  Constraints	  (predefined	  by	  allowable	  sets):	  	  
	   The	  allowable	  set	  of	  bundles	  for	  each	  event	  (correct	  genre,	  theme,	  market,	  artist,	  etc.);	  	  
	   The	  allowable	  set	  of	  datetimes	  for	  each	  event	  (correct	  weekday,	  time	  of	  the	  day,	  day	  of	  the	  year,	  etc.);	  and	  
	   The	  allowable	  set	  of	  halls	  for	  each	  event	  (correct	  stage,	  equipment,	  lighting,	  capacity,	  etc.).	  
Explicit	  Constraints	  (explicitly	  notated	  in	  terms	  of	  decision	  variables)	   	  
	  
Bundle	  Related	  Constraints:	   	  
	   The	  minimum	  number	  of	  events	  in	  a	  bundle;	  
	   The	  maximum	  number	  of	  events	  in	  a	  bundle;	  and	  
	   The	  minimum	  number	  of	  days	  between	  events	  in	  a	  bundle.	  
Event	  Related	  Constraints:	   	  
	   The	  minimum	  number	  of	  bundles	  into	  which	  an	  event	  must	  be	  scheduled;	  and	  
	   The	  maximum	  number	  of	  bundles	  into	  which	  an	  event	  can	  be	  scheduled.	  
Cluster	  Related	  Constraints:	   	  
	   The	  minimum	  number	  of	  events	  in	  a	  cluster	  scheduled	  (not	  all	  events	  are	  required	  to	  be	  scheduled);	  	  
	   The	  minimum	  days	  between	  events	  in	  a	  cluster;	  
	   The	  maximum	  days	  between	  events	  in	  a	  cluster;	  
	   The	  number	  of	  days	  from	  the	  first	  to	  the	  last	  event	  in	  a	  cluster;	  and	  
	   Events	  of	  the	  same	  cluster	  cannot	  be	  in	  the	  same	  bundle.	  
Datetime	  /	  Hall	  Constraints:	   	  
	   Each	  datetime	  can	  only	  be	  scheduled	  once	  for	  each	  hall;	  and	  
	   Events	  in	  a	  hall	  cannot	  overlap	  in	  time.	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constraints.    Equation (1) show the objective: 
 ( )1 2 3 4max  b b b b
b
w EndEffect w PeakEffect w SpreadEffect w TrendEffect
∀
+ + +∑  (1) 
Each of the four sequence effects are formulated in terms of binary decision variables that assign each 
events into a datetime, bundle, datetime and hall.  The order of the event within the bundle is also 
maintained in order to simplify the formulation of the sequence effects:  
1 if event is in bundle  and in the order, 












Although, we won’t repeat the complete mathematical formulation of each effect in this paper 
(for complete model see Dixon & Thompson, 2013), the explanation of each effect is straight forward: the 
end effect is the utility of the last event in a bundle; the peak effect is the utility of the highest utility event 
in a bundle; the spread effect is the time between the peak event and the last event; and the trend effect is 
the slope of the least squares regression line of event utility and days from the first event in the bundle.   
The formulation of several of these effects forces the assignment problem to be non-linear.  This 
non-linearity combined with the complexities of some of the constraints make solving the problem non-
trivial; Dixon and Thompson use a meta-heuristic known as simulated annealing to find near-optimal 
solutions.  They run a number of tests to provide evidence that their algorithmic derived solution is 
sufficiently good. 
 Event Scheduling and Bundling Flexibility  
Flexibility as a research question has been investigated within the context of labor scheduling, for 
example: start time of breaks (Bechtold & Jacobs, 1990; Brusco & Jacobs, 2000), employee cross training 
and resource flexibility (Daniels, Hoopes, & Mazzola, 1996; Daniels, Mazzola, & Shi, 2004; Daniels & 
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Mazzola, 1994; Iravani, Oyen, & Sims, 2005),and using part-time workers (Mabert & Showalter, 1990). 
Additionally, flexibility has been researched in regard to queue design (Sheu, McHaney, & Babbar, 
2003), process flow design (Chow, 1986) demand forecasts (Tsay, 1999), geographic production 
capabilities (Kogut & Kulatilaka, 1994), product production capabilities (Jordan & Graves, 1995; Graves 
& Tomlin, 2003) to name a few.  
Sethi and Sethi (1990) provide a thorough, yet dated review of the flexibility literature and found 
11 types of flexibility relating to manufacturing. Two types are of interest to us: machine flexibility and 
routing flexibility (or operation flexibility as defined by Koste and Malhotra (1999)). Machine flexibility 
is the ability for a machine to process many different types of jobs; routing flexibility is the ability of a 
system to produce a part by alternate routes through the system. As early as 1952, Diebold (1952) 
envisioned a machine that could perform a bundle of functions. We will refer to bundle flexibility — the 
ability of a bundle to accept many different types of events — as a corollary of machine flexibility. We 
will refer to scheduling flexibility as the ability of an event to be scheduled liberally across any datetime, 
similar to the routing flexibility in which a product can be produced with different sequence of operations.  
Bundle flexibility is mostly a function of the bundle theme restrictions and hence a decision that a 
venue planner must make considering customer demands on subscription bundles. We refer to bundle 
flexibility as an attribute of an event, but in reality it is an attribute of the bundle, much like machine 
flexibility is likely a machine attribute not a product attribute. On the other hand, product attributes dictate 
the level of flexibility in operational production routing (Koste & Malhotra, 1999); similarly, scheduling 
flexibility is dictated by the event (e.g., performer’s schedule, appropriate season) and not the schedule 
itself. Thinking of bundling flexibility as a bundle design attribute and scheduling flexibility as an event 
design is helpful in considering managerial implications of our findings. However, for the sake of our 
research design, we will translate bundle requirements into event attributes, i.e., we will determine which 
events can meet bundle requirement and refer to both dimensions of flexibility as event attributes. Doing 
so will allow us to design research scenarios that are more simple and more comparable.  
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Problems with different levels of flexibility across these two dimensions are apparent across 
different industries, e.g., sporting event and conference scheduling. Professional sports teams that play 
many games over the season (e.g., NBA, NHL) often design and market mini-bundles of matches to sell 
in place of entire season packages. In this case it is not unrealistic to consider that any of the events 
(matches) could be in any of the bundles; i.e., they have complete bundle flexibility. Conversely, the 
sports team might not have any flexibility in datetime scheduling if the schedule is dictated by the league. 
The opposite extreme is apparent in academic conferences: when considering presentation scheduling 
across a theme-based track, most presentations are rigid in their specialized track, but more flexible in 
their time scheduling if presenters are assumed to attend the entire conference. Therefore we consider the 
following research question: Given a choice between flexibility in only one of the two dimensions of 
bundle flexibility and scheduling flexibility, which would be preferable for creating effective sequence-
effect-based schedules?  
In order to more fully examine this question, it is helpful to consider the type of problem facing 
us. The challenge in positioning this research within the context of other scheduling or sequencing based 
research is that it resembles little, other than in name, the traditional scheduling literature. Scheduling 
research stems from job shop scheduling in which jobs are assigned a series of resources in such a way to 
reduce the time it takes to produce a product. Sequencing, then, is seen as a condition for the order in 
which jobs need to be performed to make the product. At its simplest, our problem assigns an event to a 
time and date (similar to assigning a job to a resource), but there is no consideration for minimizing time 
through a system, nor is there a predefined sequence that must be followed, i.e. the sequence is not a 
condition but instead directly affects the objective. We explicitly define effects that a sequence of events 
might have on the customers who view them and try to maximize these effects.  
Events are scheduled considering a master schedule, i.e., all events must be scheduled with regard 
to the same space and time. In addition, bundles are also created from among all the events. The sequence 
effects are determined within each bundle. Therefore, both scheduling and bundling must happen 
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concurrently or at least before the objective statement is calculated. Looking at the problem one bundle at 
a time, one might think the problem is related to the traveling salesman problem (TSP) because we are 
trying to find an appropriate “route” through all the events within each bundle and consider all 
permutation of the available routes. In reality, this problem is different from the traditional TSP because 
we do not try to reduce the total distance traveled; there is no corollary to the value of the arcs between 
nodes (distance between cities) that we can minimize in our case. In fact, we do not know what the impact 
to the objective statement will be when choosing one arc versus another until the entire sequence is 
determined because our objective is dependent on the specific ordering, e.g., starting and stopping points 
within each bundle. In this sense our solution is not cyclical, but is ordinal specific: the end effect is a 
function of what event is the last event in a bundle; the trend effect is a function of all the events’ utilities 
over time; and the spreading effect is a function of the peak event placement in time. Even with a static, 
predetermined group of events for a bundle, there is no simple value that can be pre-determined on the 
arcs between the nodes without also considering the ordinal placement of the events. An analogy to the 
TSP might be that we are trying to find optimal routes, but, among other things, we are interested in 
knowing where to start and where to stop with no need to cycle. 
To further complicate the problem, an event can be a member of several bundles. In the 
traditional TSP problem, the solution typically only goes to each node once. An abstract but incomplete 
analogy is to consider a network of nodes representing events and arcs representing the feasibility of 
interconnected nodes being in the same bundle. The resulting solution then would be a series of un-
cyclical sub-routes representing a bundle. These sub-routes would be unconnected except when an event 
is shared among different bundles. The un-cyclical sub-route analogy only works if the arcs between 
events are always feasible; however, there are different conditions controlling the thematic nature of each 
bundle so an arc may be feasible in one thematic bundle but not another. For example two events might 
both be of similar genre and so could be in the same genre-based bundle, but the performing groups in the 
two events might be different enough to disqualify them from being together in a performer-based bundle. 
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In this case, we could extend the TSP network analogy to include the possibility of multiple arcs between 
nodes, each arc a different color representing possible bundle membership. 
This analogy still does not completely capture the complexity of the problem since it only deals 
with the ordinal arrangement of events within a bundle, but ignores the actual assignment of a date and 
time for each event. This is problematic; first, because it does not consider the idea of a master schedule 
that all events in all bundles must share; and second, because events have limited flexibility in the 
assignment of a date and time. These restrictions might make certain ordinal permutations infeasible, but 
this infeasibility is difficult to capture in a traditional TSP node network because the arcs are a function of 
the datetime availability which will change as the master schedule fills. Instead, the ordinal or sequence 
nature of events within a bundle must be a function of the assignment of datetime, and a TSP analogy 
approach is replaced by something that more closely resembles a multi-stage source and sink assignment 
problem in which an event is assigned a bundle, a datetime, and an ordinal placement within the bundle. 
The ordinal assignment is a function of datetime, bundle membership, and other events within the bundle. 
Datetime assignment is both dependent and independent of bundle assignment:  a priori datetime 
feasibility is independent of bundle membership, but constraints dictating time between events within a 
bundle make datetime assignment conditional to bundle assignment. Similar to TSP, this analogy is still 
incomplete because not all arc values are known a priori. 
Even though our problem is not easily described in terms of traditional problems, it is helpful to 
think of arcs as feasible moves within the problem. The answer to the research question of which 
dimension of flexibility would be preferred may be a matter of the number of arcs the flexibility provides. 
This leads to our first hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1: As a certain dimension gains more possible options, flexibility in that dimension 
become more useful in allowing for effective sequence-effect-based schedules.  We consider the 
dimensions of possible bundles and possible datetimes. 
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This first hypothesis, though simplistic, is important to help realize that flexibility may be 
problem specific and different classes of problem come with different levels of implicit flexibility. For 
example,  the problem considered by Dixon and Thompson (2013) has over 300 possible datetimes, but 
only 50 possible bundles. In contrast, a multi-track mega-conference may have 50 concurrent tracks 
(bundles) across only 30 timeslots (datetimes). Hypothesis 1 states that as the number of datetimes or 
timeslots increase, scheduling flexibility becomes more important, and as the number of bundles or tracks 
increases, bundling flexibility becomes more important. 
In its simplicity, this first hypothesis ignores the specific attributes that each flexibility dimension 
might play in improving our objective of maximizing sequence effects across all bundles (as opposed to 
just maximizing sequence effects for a single bundle).  Because the objective is largely influenced by the 
placement of extreme (highs and lows) events, the ability to spread out events across bundles will affect 
sequencing efforts.  We use the term “event balancing” to mean the capability to spread out extreme 
events across all bundles.  Event balancing is akin to achieving a more balanced load across machines 
within a factory — a benefit of machine flexibility. The peak effect portion of the objective statement is 
simply the utility of the highest utility event within a bundle; maximizing peak effects across all bundles 
then acts as a force to balance high-utility events across all bundles. For example, in a simple problem of 
four events scheduled into two bundles, the peak effect would be maximized if the two highest-utility 
events were separate rather than together. Similarly, low-utility events matched with high-utility events 
can maximize the trend effect suggesting that an effort to balance might extend to events of both high and 
low utility. This leads to our next hypothesis, split into three parts: 
Hypothesis 2a: Event balancing becomes more necessary as variation of event utility increases.  
Hypothesis 2b: As event balancing across bundles becomes more necessary, bundling flexibility 
plays a larger role in finding effective sequence-effect-based schedules.  
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Hypothesis 2c: Conversely, as event balancing across bundles becomes less necessary, 
scheduling flexibility plays a larger role in finding effective sequence-effect-based schedules. 
If event utility is relatively homogeneous across all events then there is less to be gained by 
switching events across bundles. However, as variation increases among event utilities, balancing the high 
and low-utility events across all bundles can make a bigger difference in terms of maximizing the peak 
and trend effects. As variation decreases, less is gained by switching events across bundles, and instead, 
scheduling flexibility becomes more important. 
While bundling flexibility may ensure that events are spread out more appropriately across all 
bundles, scheduling flexibility ensures that a given set of events within a bundle can be appropriately 
sequenced. Again, referring to our specific sequence effects, three out of the four are concerned with the 
placement of events within a bundle. As mentioned before, the trend effect can be maximized if low and 
high-utility events are paired, but only if the sequencing leads to a positive trend. If the sequence leads to 
a negative trend, the pairing of the extreme-utility events could deplete the objective statement. The end 
effect and spreading effect compete for the placement of the peak event: end effect maximization attempts 
to place the highest utility event as the last event, but the spreading effect maximization attempts to pull 
the peak event as far away from the end as possible. Coupled with an upward trend effect maximization, 
the complexity and competitive nature of the various parts of the objective statement become more 
apparent. The resultant maximization, then, is a matter of the weighting given to each sequence effect. 
Under equal weighting of the individual sequence effects, one of two resultant inner-bundle event utility 
profiles emerge: first, a peak, trend, and end effect optimization in which the profile starts with the lowest 
utility event and increase over time to end on the peak; or second, spread, trend, and end effect balanced 
optimization in which the profile starts with the highest utility event only to immediately revert to the 
lowest utility and make it way back up to finish on the second-to-highest utility event. This second profile 
attempts to pull the peak event away from the end while still maintaining an upward slope and high 
ending event utility. Which is better of the two event profiles is dependent upon the homogeneity of the 
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events within the bundle according to Dixon and Verma (2013). This discussion on possible optimal 
sequence profiles leads to our final hypothesis:  
Hypothesis 3: Under equal sequence effect weightings, scheduling flexibility will always provide 
better sequence-effect-based schedules than will bundling flexibility. 
This, the boldest of our hypotheses, is supported by the discussion of the dimensions that 
influence the various elements of our objective statement. With complete bundle flexibility coupled with 
complete lack of scheduling flexibility, only the peak effect can be certain to be positively influenced by 
appropriate spreading of high-utility events across bundles. However, with complete scheduling 
flexibility coupled with complete lack of bundling flexibility, three out of four elements of the sequence 
effect optimization can at least be optimized within each bundle.  
Experiment Design and Results 
To test our hypotheses we designed a series of problems with attributes that control for one of the 
two specific flexibility dimension that we are interested in: scheduling and bundling flexibility.  In both 
cases we can set the number of datetimes or the number of bundles into which a specific event is 
“allowed” to be scheduled.  Dixon and Thompson (2013) set up the sequence-effect-based scheduling in a 
way that allows for both implicit and explicit constraints.  Explicit constraints are those that can be 
explicitly defined in terms of decision variables. Implicit constraints are those that are predetermined and 




Flexible Bundle  
Condition 2: 
Flexible Schedule  
Bundle Flexibility Completely Constrained 
Completely  
Unconstrained 
Datetime Flexibility Completely  Unconstrained 
Completely 
Constrained 	  Completely	  Constrained	  =	  only	  one	  feasible	  option	  Completely	  Unconstrained	  =	  all	  options	  are	  feasible	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Table	  2:	  Experiment	  1	  -­‐	  Paired	  Sample	  T-­‐Test	  





.917 20 .014 10.937 19 .000 
Condition 2:  
Flexible Bundle 
.849 20 .015       
	  
that restrict possible moves, for example the “allowable” bundles that a specific event can be put into is 
defined a priori.  So, to test our hypotheses, we change the implicit constrains associated with allowable 
dataetimes and bundles for each event.  
First, we altered the percentage of events with unconstrained scheduling flexibility (i.e., all events 
are initially allowed to be scheduled in any datetime) and unconstrained bundle flexibility (i.e., all events 
are initially allowed to be scheduled in any bundle). For simplicity in research design, if an event is not 
unconstrained in a dimension, it is only allowed one option, i.e., it is completely constricted to only one 
possible option. Although, these extremes might rarely be realistic, they provide ample divergence in 
order to make scientific observations.  Experiment 1 is our simplest and has two conditions : flexible 
bundle and flexible schedule.  For the flexible bundle condition events are allowed to be assigned into any 
bundle, but are only allowed to be assigned into one datetime.  The flexible schedule condition is the 
opposite; all events are allowed to be scheduled into all datetimes while each event has only one possible 
or allowable bundle it can be scheduled into.  
We run the experiment across twenty problem sets that have 200 events with random assignment 
of event utility (exponential distributed with mean = 50; similar to the distribution of the event utilities in 
Dixon and Thompson (2013)) and that have attributes that equalize the number of datetimes and bundles 
(50 datetimes and 50 bundles).  Flexibility constriction assignments are made randomly for each event 
under the constrained conditions. The result is a paired sample design since the solution of a given 
problem set can be compared across the two experiment conditions; there is no difference in any other 
attribute of the problem other than the experiment condition. Each problem is solved five times and the 
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maximum objective solution for each condition and each problem set is preserved and the average of 
these maximum solutions across all problem sets are compared across conditions. For a degree of 
comparison, the outcomes of each experiment are scaled as percentages of the objective of the completely 
unconstrained version (unconstrained in both dimensions) of the same problem. The results, as shown on 
Table 2, show that the flexible datetime problems significantly outperformed the flexible bundle problems 
(91.7% to 84.9%); however, both conditions are very high.  At a closer look at the composition of each 
objective across the four elements of the object (peak, end, trend, spread), we get some insight into which 
portion of the objective can be influenced under the different levels of flexibility.   The weights assigned 
to each of the four elements of the objective statement (see Equation 1) are problem specific and are 
calculated by maximizing each portion individually and setting that value equal to 100 for each.  In this 
way, the four portion of the objective can be compared to potential maximum of 100 individually.  Table 
3 shows the results of the average and standard deviations of the individual elements of the objective.    
 
The four elements of the objective are maximized individually in different, often times competing 
ways.  The peak portion of the objective can be maximized by separating the highest utility events across 
all bundles; a solution that “shares the wealth” of the high utility events across  all bundles maximizes this 
portion.  In the completely unconstrained problem the peak effect is consistently near its maximum value 
because any event can be placed into any bundle at any time.  In the flexible schedule condition events are 
allowed to be scheduled in any datetime, but are constrained to only one bundle a priori.  In this 
condition, the peak effect is defined a priori since events cannot be reassigned to a different bundle.  
Because of this (or perhaps in spite of) the peak portion lowers to only 88% of the maximum score.  
Because the algorithm randomly assigns bundle assignments to each event and event utility is 
Table	  3	  :	  Average	  (std	  dev)	  of	  individual	  portion	  of	  the	  objective	  statement	  
 Peak End Trend Spread 
Unconstrained 97.4(0.9) 92.8(0.8) 83.9(2.4) 44.5(3.4) 
Flexible Schedule Condition 88.1(1.5) 80.9(2.2) 71.3(4.5) 51.8(4.8) 




exponentially distributed (meaning only a small number of events are high utility) this portion of the 
solution is high even with no effort.  We suspect that this will change if the distribution of event utility 
changes.  
 Under the flexible bundle condition, events are able to be put into any bundle, but are restricted 
to a specific datetime.  Although events are permitted to be in any bundle, any two events may not be 
permitted to be in the same bundle if their dates are too close to one another.  There is a constraint in 
place that specifies events must be a certain number of days away from one another within each bundle.  
So, under the flexible bundle condition the peak effect is 94% of the maximum.	   
The end effect is maximized by assigning to highest utility event into the last event of each 
bundle.  For the unconstrained problem, a solution could be found that maximizes the peak effect and end 
effect together by separating the top events across all bundles and assigning them as the last event in each 
individual bundle.  Competing with this effect is the spread effect that is maximized by placing the peak 
events as far away from the end event as possible.  This does two things:  first, it places the peak event as 
the first event; and second, it lengthens the total bundle.   In competition with the spread effect is the trend 
effect that tries to maximize the slope of the regression line considering day of event and event utility for 
each bundle.  A maximum slope is one in which events are as close together as feasible and the highest 
events are coupled with the lowest events with the lower event scheduled first and the higher event 
scheduled last.  In this way, the peak, end, and slope effects can all be maximized together resulting in a 
score of 300, 100 from each of peak, end, and slope effect with a score of zero from the trend effect since 
the peak is always zero days from the end.   However, the algorithm can consistently find a solution that 




is around 320 for the unconstrained problem by considering alternative arrangements that show the spread 
effect is a superior alternative in some cases.  Two general profiles emerge in good solutions for the 
unconstrained problem: long bundles with early peaks and relatively homogenous event utilities and short 
bundles with extreme event utility variation in which the peak is scheduled last.   
  In both cases, the two flexibility conditions resulted in an increase in the spread effect portion of 
the solution compared to the unconstrained problem.  Scheduling flexibility allows for a bundle to take 
the long profile if the events within the bundle are homogeneous in utility maximizing the spread effect.   
Similarly, bundling flexibility allows the creation of bundles that include events that more spaced out and 
more homogeneous in utility.   In both cases, the spread effect is more emphasized than in the 
unconstrained solution meaning there are more long-homogenous solutions and less short-heterogeneous 
solutions.     
We next determined the rate of objective improvement across increasing levels of flexibility for 
the two dimensions. To do this we allowed one dimension to stay completely flexible and altered the level 
of flexibility across the other dimension at 10% intervals, meaning that some percentage of the events 
Table	  5:	  Experiment	  2b	  –	  Flexible	  Schedule	  	  Conditions	  1	  to	  9	  –Varying	  Degrees	  of	  Bundle	  Flexibility	  
  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Bundle Flexibility 
   % Unconstrained 
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
Datetime Flexibility 
   % Unconstrained 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
	  
Table 4: Experiment 2a - Flexible Bundle 
 Conditions 1 to 9 –Varying Degrees of Datetime Flexibility 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Bundle Flexibility 
   % Unconstrained 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Datetime Flexibility 
   % Unconstrained 




Figure	  3:	  Results	  of	  Experiment	  2	  :	  Varying	  Degrees	  of	  	  Flexibility	  	  
	  
were be allowed to be flexible in the opposing dimension. We are interested in knowing which dimension 
increases the objective the quickest as flexibility increases and at what point do incremental levels of 
flexibility lead to meager improvements in the objective. Tables 4 and 5 describe conditions for this 
experiment.  
Each factor levels for both experiments were run across the same twenty problem sets run as 
before. Each problem was solved five times and the maximum objective was kept. Statistics were 
estimated for each experiment across the twenty problems and averages and confidence intervals are 
plotted in Figure 3 in which the x-axis represents that percentage of events that have flexibility in the 
opposing dimension.  
The findings of these first experiments show that, for a problem with the same number of options 
across both dimensions (50 datetimes and 50 bundles), bundle flexibility is much less important than 
equivalent levels of scheduling flexibility — Hypothesis 3 states that this will always be the case under 
balanced sequence effect weightings. Experiment 1 showed that with no bundle flexibility at all, the 
algorithm was still able to find an answer that reached 91.7% of objective of the unconstrained problem. 
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Alternatively, the bundle flexibility problem was able to find up to 84.9% of the objective of the 
unconstrained problem under constrained datetime conditions. With flexible schedules, increasing levels 
of bundle flexibility did raise the objective, but by the time 50% of events were flexible in the bundle 
dimension, the objective was statistically equivalents to the completely unconstrained problem.  For 
flexible bundle problems, we see steady improvement at each level of increase in schedule flexibility. 
We created another experiment to test whether the consistency of a high peak effect was 
conditional to the distribution applied to the event utilities.  In experiments 1 and 2, event utility was a 
random variable exponentially distributed with a mean of 50.  The standard deviation equals the mean in 
an exponential distribution meaning the coefficient of variation equals 1.  In contrast, we re-ran 
experiment 1 with event utility modeled as log-normal with mean equal to 50 and standard deviation 
equal to 25 resulting in population of events with exactly one-half the amount of variation.  Compared to 
the exponential distribution problems, the log-normal problems resulted in an average of  0.5% increase 
in the unconstrained problem solution; a 2% average increase in flexible bundle condition solution and 
2.4% average increase in flexible schedule condition solutions.  As depicted in Figure 4, the only portion 
of the solution that did not improve under log-normal event utilities was the trend effect.   These results 
suggest that the peak effect is relativly easy to achieve and that the trend effect is more utilized when 
events utility is more heterogenous.   Hypothesis 2 stated that “Event Balancing” should be more 
Figure	  4:	  Experiment	  3	  -­‐	  Event	  Utility	  Distributions	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important when event utilities are more variable: we find some support for this claim since three of the 
four effects increased with a lower event utility variation.  However, we don’t see that that the increase is 
specific to one flexibility dimension as proposed in 2b and 2c. 
Finally, we created conditions to test hypothesis 1, mainly the effect of the number of options on 
the importance of a flexibility dimensions  In all previous experiments we considered problems with an 
equal number of bundles and datetime: 50 each.   If we were to change the number of bundles we would 
also have to change the number of events; instead we introduce two new problem types by altering the 
number of datetimes as shown in Table 6.  In an attempt to keep conditions comparable one to another, 
we maintained that all problem had the same number of events and roughly the same number of calendar 
days. 
 
   
 
As before, we solved 20 problems sets across the two conditions in experiment 1 (flexible bundle 
and flexible schedule) and the unconstrained problem.  Each problem had 200 events with utilities that 
were exponentially distributed.  Figure 5 plots the averages of the absolute objectives. Overall, more 
datetimes results in a better solution.   In the flexible bundle conditions, there is a significant increase in 
scores from 25 to 50 datetimes, but not from 50 to 116 implying that as the ratio of datetimes-to-bundles 
surpasses 1, a solution will not improve under bundle flexibility alone.  
Table 6: Datetime-to-Bundle Ratio Conditions 
 Less Datetimes Equal Datetimes More Datetimes 
Total bundles 50 50 50 
Total datetimes 25 50 116 
Days between datetimes 14 7 3 




The composition of the solutions differ across the different conditions as shown the three graphs 
in Figure 6.  In all cases, the trend effect becomes more important and the spread effect less important as 
the number of datetimes increases.  In the flexible bundle problems the spread effect is significantly 
higher than the trend effect in the low datetime condition, roughly equal in the equal datetime condition 
and significantly lower in the high datetime conditions.  Similarly, in the unconstrained and the flexible 
schedule conditions, the trend effect can be as optimized as the peak and end effects.  As the datetime-to-
bundle ratio is smaller than 1, we see optimal solution the long / homogenous solution  profile; conversely 
as the ratio is above 1 we are more likely to see more short heterogeneous solutions.  
 
 
After solving problems that were similar to our data provider’s, we designed and ran additional 
experiments to determine if these results were unique to the attributes of this problem and in order to 
investigate our propositions. We designed problems categories with attributes varying in two dimensions  
Conclusions 
 Dixon and Thompson (2013) define event schedule design as the purposeful orchestration of 
events across time. From the perspective of a venue concerned about creating a master schedule with the 
objective of optimizing sequence effects across all bundles, the value in a sequence-effect-based 
Figure	  5:	  Average	  Solution	  Scores	  
	  
Figure	  6:	  Composition	  of	  Solutions	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optimization algorithm comes from gaining an understanding of the ramifications of considering a 
specific event into the master schedule. Our experiments were designed to elicit what impact the 
comparative flexibility of an event might have on an ideal schedule.  Our first three conclusion are 
supported by the results of all the experiments: 
Conclusion 1: Scheduling flexibility alone results in moderately good sequence-effect-
based schedules.  
 
Conclusion 2: Bundling flexibility alone also results in moderately good sequence-effect-
based schedules.  
 
Conclusion 3: The scheduling flexibility of an event is more likely to influence sequence 
effect scheduling than is the bundling flexibility of an event if sequence effects are equally 
weighted. 
 
  Specific to experiment 2, we draw the following conclusion: 
 
Conclusion 4: Complete scheduling flexibility coupled with partial bundling flexibility 
can results in schedules that are as good as completely unconstrained problems. 
 
Other conclusion can be drawn concerning the composition of solutions across the different 
experiments: 
Conclusion 5: The peak and end effects reach near maximization under both scheduling 
flexibility and bundling flexibility.  This becomes even more apparent as the distribution 
of event utilities lowers in variation.  
 
Conclusion 6: Solution profiles will favor either more trend effect or more spread effect. 
Trend effect is preferred under these conditions: 
 Event utility variation is higher 
 Datetime-to-Bundle ratio is higher 
 Scheduling flexibility supersedes bundling flexibility 
Spread effect is preferred under these conditions: 
  Event utility variation is lower 
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 Datetime-to-Bundle ratio is lower 
 Bundling flexibility supersedes scheduling flexibility 
 
Managerial Implications 
Taken together, the first four conclusions imply that a scheduler doesn’t need all flexibility to 
create a good sequence-effect-based schedule.  Earlier we mentioned cases in which a scheduler might 
have flexibility in one of the two dimensions, but not both.  For example, a sports team creating bundles 
might not have any scheduling flexibility, but has complete bundling flexibility, or a conference scheduler 
who can put any event into any timeslot, but is restricted in the bundle (track or session); our results 
suggest that a sequence-effect-based effort is still plausible in both cases. However, for the case in which 
flexibilities are mixed across the two dimensions, schedulers should favor events that have the ability to 
be widely scheduled versus those that can be widely bundled.   
 Similarly, conclusion four -- only a marginal amount of bundling flexibility will yield near 
maximal solutions -- suggests that schedulers need not be overly liberal when considering thematic 
boundaries for bundles. Bundle design does not necessarily need to be all inclusive, i.e., the temptation to 
allow themes to grow wider and wider in scope in order to allow for better schedules is not justified. 
There may be other reasons to widen scopes of bundle themes (e.g., changing audience preference, 
variety-seeking market segment), but improving possible schedules should carry little weight in this 
decision. Similarly, since event content influences bundle flexibility, this finding suggests that event 
content may be less important than event scheduling flexibility at least in the context of sequence effect 
optimization. This means that rather than expending resources designing events that can be placed in 




Conclusion five suggests that schedulers should be concerned with event utility distribution. 
Reducing variation in event utility does agree with traditional operations management advice of reducing 
process variability; however, we hesitate to recommend foregoing high-utility events for the sake of 
variation reduction.  Events schedulers could attempt to shift the distribution to one that might have fewer 
very high-utility events coupled with fewer very low-utility events. Reducing event utility variation this 
way does two things: first, it allows for easier sequence effect scheduling as shown in this research; and 
second, it should allow for more consistency across events, which may lead to higher customer 
satisfaction. Getting from the current high-variation exponential distribution of event utility to a future 
state of a low-variation log-normal distribution might be achieved by changing resource prioritization. 
Event planners typically spend a great deal of their time attracting high-utility acts. These acts fill the 
house, generate buzz and can lead to a one-time quick revenue burst. High-utility events are likely very 
rigid in their scheduling flexibility, moderate-utility events are moderately rigid and low-utility events are 
the least rigid. The consequence of spending time trying to book high-utility acts is that many moderate 
acts are passed up or unable to be fit in, leaving the remainder of the schedule to be filled in by available 
low-utility events. If priorities and resources are shifted to find a steadier stream of moderate-utility 
events, event utility distribution will shift and variation will likely reduce. 
Research Implications 
Contextually, the recommendation that our research proposes falls within the topic of service 
scheduling design, as opposed to traditional scheduling.  While the overarching purpose of traditional 
scheduling is to maximize throughput while minimizing resources, scheduling design is the purposeful 
design of a schedule with intent to elicit a certain reaction by customers.   The implications of our 
research then is to provide design principles that can incorporated into a sequence-effect-based scheduling 
design effort.  The investigation of other design principles that can be used in scheduling design should be 
an effort of those researchers with interest in both scheduling and service management. In this  
concluding section, we provide some possible direction that the current research points to this end.  
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Conclusion five and six provide some insight into how an event schedulers could develop a 
heuristic to solve less complex problems.  A proper follow-up study would include developing simpler 
heuristics and testing the solutions generated against those of the full model across different problem 
conditions to determine when a full interrelated bundling and scheduling model would be preferred over a 
simpler heuristic. Similarly, the finding that datetime flexibility is more important than bundle flexibility 
may indicate that there is less need to solve the full interrelated bundle-scheduling problem (i.e., bundling 
and scheduling taking place simultaneously) in order to achieve good schedules. Instead, the results 
indicate that a step-wise optimization approach might yield adequate results and that a simpler heuristics 
might be put in practice.  
We believe that the study of event utility distribution should become a focus of researchers 
interested in event scheduling design. Our findings that event utility distributions impact sequence-based 
scheduling efforts will be among the first of many indicating the importance of an event utility 
distribution in the success of an event sequence.   We found two dominant profiles of sequences: one with 
homogenous events and one with heterogeneous events (in terms of utility).  Further empirical 
investigation is appropriate to see how these two profiles compare to customers.  In addition, we suggest 
that a better understanding of the importance of low-utility events in a schedule; as a contrast to high-
utility events, it seems appropriate to include low-utility events, but how many and how low of utility? 
Empirical methods can help researchers understand the relationship between low-utility events and the 
importance of consistence or variety in overall events scheduling efforts. 
In closing, we concede that when deciding whether to add or ignore a proposed event into a 
schedule, an event planner considers more than the ability to create good sequence-effect-based 
schedules. An analysis of an event’s success in isolation may be appropriate regardless of its scheduling 
and bundling flexibility and there are probably cases in which events that have no flexibility in either 
dimension still should be considered on their revenue generation alone. Still, a schedule planner must be 
aware of the impact that decision in isolation might have on multiple bundles. This study highlights the 
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importance of considering events in context of all other events as opposed to in isolation. Solving 
different problem types has allowed us to make meaningful observations about specific problem attributes 
and led us to further questions. This paper marks a beginning into an operational view of event scheduling 
design. Dissimilar in many ways from traditional scheduling problems, event scheduling design must aim 
to support customer experiences. This means that there may be a trade-off between efficient design and 
service-oriented design, requiring modelers to creatively consider how design will impact customers. 
Adding an operational lens to the problem of event scheduling design will no doubt lead to better 
decisions and experiences in complex services. 
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